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Preface

He wants realism? I’m a grown man, talking to the camera, in a fucking 
womb!

Steve Coogan in A Cock and Bull Story (2005)

This study examines characters in movie + ctions who appear to acknowledge 
our presence as spectators; they seem to look at us. It is often assumed that, 
for narrative + lmmaking, this destroys the illusion of the story world and, 
by acknowledging the technology behind the cinema (i.e. the camera), dis-
tances us from the + ction. While this book considers a range of approaches to 
direct address, I will favour + lms in which this is not the case: + lms in which 
this form of what may be called ‘direct address’ can be said to intensify our 
 relationship with the + ction.

First a note on terminology. The clumsiness and imprecision of the phrase 
‘direct address’ have become increasingly apparent to me in writing this study 
and in discussing the topic with others over a number of years. Looking at 
the + lm audience is clearly never ‘direct’ in any material sense; it is also rare 
that its e, ect or meaning is as obvious as ‘direct’ implies. ‘Address’ is scarcely 
better, as it implies the communication of some statement (its primarily verbal 
connotations also sit uneasily with the wordless examples examined here), and 
follows on so clearly from ‘direct’ as to risk being tautologous. Such disclaim-
ers aside, I have chosen to continue using ‘direct address’ for intellectual and 
more pragmatic reasons – the main pragmatic reason being that, normally, 
people instinctively understand to what ‘direct address’ refers. That said, the 
terms are clearly not absolute. This is my starting point for interrogating the 
nature of a particular moment’s ‘address’ of its audience, and the extent of its 
‘directness’.

These questions of terminology were raised most vividly at the ‘Continuity 
and Innovation Conference’ at the University of Reading (September 2008) 
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when, in the midst of researching this topic, I was lucky enough to hear 
Gilberto Perez’s keynote paper, entitled ‘Looking at the Camera’.1 Perez’s 
focus is, in a sense, far clearer than mine. ‘Looking at the camera’ is the mate-
rial fact behind direct address, our ability to discern it circumscribed only 
by the extent to which the on-screen performer’s eye-line is or is not clear. 
However, Perez’s focus is also broader than mine, as it includes direct address 
but is not limited to it (he also considers ‘axial’ shot-reverse-shots, as well as 
examples in which the camera being looked at is meant to occupy the posi-
tion of a person or an object within the + lm world – as, for example, in what 
some may describe as ‘subjective’ or optical point-of-view [POV] shots. There 
are also problems in Perez’s seemingly clearer choice of words. Yes, an actor 
looking at the camera may be a material fact, but when we come to discuss a 
+ ctional character looking at the camera, such assurance crumbles. To quote 
V. F. Perkins and an essay particularly important to the chapter on La Ronde 
(1950):

I have been more conscious than ever of some problems attached to 
our use of the word ‘camera’ to deal with the mobility of frame and 
viewpoint in movies. There is a gap in our vocabulary here, apparently 
irreparable since the alternatives to ‘camera’ are all more misleading or 
more cumbersome. We seem to be stuck with expressions like ‘looking 
into the camera’ to describe some images where that is not what either 
the character or the actor can be supposed to be doing. (Perkins 2005: 
39n4)

Though it is less clear why ‘looking at the camera’ should be a problem in rela-
tion to what the actor can be supposed to be doing (the occasional problems of 
discerning eye-line notwithstanding, surely an actor simply is or is not looking 
into the camera?2), Perkins suggests that one of the terms we most take for 
granted can also pose a challenge for this particular topic because:

Though the performers have to be aware of the camera’s needs, their 
playing most often creates the camera’s absence and thereby transforms 
the nature of the space in front of them. It is not that these characters 
are oblivious to the camera. There is no camera in their world. (ibid.: 24; 
emphasis added)

Perkins describes an aspect of what is ‘usual’ in the cinema, and provides an 
account of + ctional worlds - exible enough to be able to incorporate instances 
in which characters might be said to look at the camera. Recognising the inher-
ent slipperiness of the issues, I will risk the apparent naivety of describing 
actors or characters looking ‘at us’ in order to evoke the e, ect sought rather 
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xii  breaking  the  fourth  wall

than labouring at each point the complex ontological status of a look that is, in 
fact, materially impossible.

Implicit in the recourse to Perkins is my treatment of + lm characters as 
discrete entities existing within distinct + ctional worlds; to say that ‘there is 
no camera in the character’s world’ is to say that he or she is, + ctionally, a real 
person (see Walton 1990 for a more extended consideration of these ques-
tions). This seems to clash with the ‘Brechtian’ attitude that has been favoured 
in (the relatively scarce) + lm scholarship on direct address. I shall tackle these 
issues head-on in subsequent chapters but, for the moment, suB  ce it to say 
that the structure of what follows places greater emphasis on direct address 
as a facet of essentially uni+ ed characterisations because this is what has been 
most neglected by + lm scholarship. Each of the + lms taken as major case 
studies seems to subscribe to the idea that the eyes are ‘windows to the soul’ 
and that therefore eye contact with the camera has the potential to be particu-
larly revealing. However, they each maintain the essential mystery of one’s 
experience of looking into another’s eyes: the search for another’s subjectivity; 
the diB  culty of ascertaining motives and thoughts outside of one’s self. These 
terms are romantic and this is because romanticism (and romance) is crucial 
to each of these + lms. Each, to a greater or lesser extent, articulates as a topic 
of its + ction the disparity between the apparent clear-sightedness expressed 
in their protagonists’ look towards us and the problems these characters face 
in understanding the motivations (primarily romantic and / or sexual) of the 
other inhabitants of their + lmic worlds. The key intervention sought in this 
study is to understand direct address not only as a gesture towards what is 
outside the + lm + ction (we, the viewer, the material act of + lming and so on), 
but also as a potentially rich metaphor for the problems of vision (insight, 
foresight, other kinds of perceptiveness) that are so often the currency internal 
to movie narratives.

I have already stated that my focus is movie + ctions. The delineations of this 
corpus require some further commentary. I focus solely on cinema because 
this is the medium who se theorists have often de+ ned it by its ‘presence-
absence’ and by an implied refusal of direct address. In contrast with live 
theatre, whose actors are fully present to its spectators and in which interac-
tion (or inter-acknowledgement, at least) is sometimes expected / encouraged 
and / or a convention, a + lm performance was recorded in a place and a time 
removed from the moment of its spectating. Cinematic direct address can 
only ever feign the contact between actor and spectator common to theatre. I 
will not discuss television (where direct address is pervasive in many genres) 
because that medium also is often de+ ned, in contradistinction to the cinema, 
in terms of ‘immediacy’ and ‘liveness’. And because my focus is + ction, the 
genre of documentary is generally elided. The latter omission is perhaps more 
troubling and, indeed, is only partial. In fact, I treat the documentary aspect of 
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much cinema as crucial to the relative frequency of direct address. Moreover, 
the + lms of Jean-Luc Godard, perhaps the director most associated with direct 
address, are notable for their blurring of the boundaries between + ction and 
documentary.

As already suggested, unlike Gilberto Perez, my analysis is not focused on 
camera looks which can be described as seen through ‘+ rst-person’ or optical 
point-of-view shots. Though less an omission than a clari+ cation of my object 
of study, it is worth also underlining that this book does not focus on + lms 
(or moments within + lms) in which direct address is performed to a diegetic 
camera – a camera that is part of the story world (the ‘diegesis’).3 Imagine, for 
example, a + lm in which a character keeps a video diary, and their testimony 
to their camera plays out on our cinema screen. (One does not need to imagine 
such a + lm – The Blair Witch Project [1999] immediately springs to mind.) 
Diaries are not (or were not traditionally) intended to be seen by other people 
and therefore there is no speci+ c diegetic observer to whom the testimony is 
addressed. Does this make a + lm like The Blair Witch Project a direct address 
+ lm? I would say not. Here, talking to the camera is explained (explained away) 
by the possibility that other diegetic characters might see this testimony. The 
absence of a diegetic camera is not a prerequisite to a + lm’s inclusion in this 
book – many of the + lms examined are more ambiguous than that – but the 
ontological strangeness of direct address as moments in which + ctional char-
acters seem to look out of their world and into ours is what interests me most.

It may seem that we have moved towards the delineation of a body of 
+ lms that is so small, so marginal, as to be largely irrelevant to the mass of 
cinema production. This is not the case. Throughout its history, the cinema 
has had no problem in producing + lms in which + ctional characters address 
themselves to viewers who are inaccessible / invisible to them. I believe that 
ordinary movie-goers also rarely have a problem with the device. Despite the 
ease of the apparatus and our ease as spectators, + lm studies has not found it 
easy to deal with the questions direct address raises (nor even much to pose 
them). When I was talking about High Fidelity (2000) with a friend (a friend 
perhaps sceptical about scholarly monographs of this nature!), he said to me, 
‘He [the lead character] talks to us throughout the + lm . . . It’s no big deal.’ 
My friend was little interested in the + lm’s ‘ontological strangeness’. To say 
that I think, in essence, my friend was right could be construed as making this 
book’s project redundant. However, as we shall see, the ‘ease’ of cinematic 
direct address will be hard won. Much work needs to be done in order both to 
understand the complex and varied role direct address may play in di, erent 
kinds of + lms, and to enact analyses of its function in individual movies that 
may still capture its experience as, for many spectators, ontologically speaking, 
‘no big deal’.

*
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xiv  breaking  the  fourth  wall

Finally, some words on structure. In line with scholarly conventions, the 
Introduction includes a brief survey of the critical + eld. The book then pro-
ceeds through two chapters that consider the role of direct address in ‘counter-
cinema’, on the one hand, and mainstream comedies and (to a lesser extent) 
musicals on the other. Then three case studies chapters examine individual 
+ lms before a concluding chapter brings the analysis to a close with brief 
recourse to some wider and more recent trends in + lm production. My central 
method of investigation is thus the close analysis of individual + lms. Rather 
than theorising in the abstract, I will develop understandings of direct address 
primarily through practice (the practice of close analysis). As an example, 
while issues such as the in- uence of Brechtian notions of alienation on our 
understanding of direct address and the problems some classic + lm theory 
represents for grasping the self-consciousness of some ‘classical’ + lms are 
broached in the Introduction and subsequent chapter, these questions also 
come out in the concrete context of the + lms chosen for case studies (especially 
with La Ronde in Chapter 6). Also, the somewhat broader scope of Chapters 
1 and 2 means that, unfortunately, one risks perpetuating certain binaries 
(alternative / avant-garde versus mainstream / classical) that my choosing of 
borderline and diB  cult-to-pigeonhole + lms such as La Ronde and Le Notti 
di Cabiria seeks to refute. (For example, Federico Fellini’s + lm being on the 
cusp of a more ‘realist’ practice and a practice based more on abstractions is a 
topic of my analysis of it.) Though they have proved necessary for the sake of 
coverage and focus, separate chapters on ‘counter-cinema’ and on ‘comedies’ 
will, inevitably, rather neglect what may be funny in Godard and polemical in 
Chaplin. For this and other reasons, readers are welcome to turn + rst to any of 
the case studies chapters, where my theorisation of direct address is developed 
from the ‘bottom up’ and in which my analysis of individual instances of direct 
address may speak for itself.

notes

1. Perez graciously provided me with the text of his speech. A small section of 
his analysis appears in a review of two books on Andrei Tarkovsky (Perez 
2009).

2. I asked this very question of Perkins and I am grateful for his permission to 
print his response:

I take it that we agree that there is a di, erence between looking 
in the direction of the camera and looking into the camera, the 
di, erence being roughly that one implies paying attention to the 
camera – seeking to connect one’s gaze with it, or being unable 
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to disconnect one’s gaze from it – and the other does not. The 
starkest instances result, I suppose, from the use of telephoto 
lenses; and these most clearly call into question your sense of the 
clarity of the distinction between looking and not looking at it. 
An interesting instance is Genevieve’s turn away from Robert in 
the post-hunt scene out in the marshes in The Rules of the Game 
(1939). There’s a signi+ cant ambiguity as Genevieve begins to 
speak ruefully / resentfully of Christine’s arrival to spoil her 
a, air with Robert: against common sense the image gives the 
feeling that Genevieve may be addressing herself to Christine 
and advertising Robert’s adultery. Mila Parély here should surely 
be described as looking towards camera but not at or into it. 
Am I being over-subtle, manufacturing a distinction rather than 
observing one?

  The answer to the + nal question is, I think, no, the distinction is real, 
not manufactured. Perkins’s description of the moment from Renoir’s 
+ lm underlines that there is still much work to be done in describing the 
relationship between performers and the cameras that + lm them. I am 
examining only one, relatively eccentric permutation of that relationship 
here. However, the di, erence between playing to the camera and looking 
directly into it resonates with the distinction between more tentative 
instances of what I will later describe as ‘to-be-watched-ness’ and direct 
address. For example, the development of Giulietta Masina’s perform-
ance over the course of Le Notti di Cabiria pushes at this distinction – she 
only looks directly at the camera and, I suggest, at us in the + lm’s + nal 
shot.

3. The term ‘diegetic’ is associated primarily with + lm music. In examining 
music’s relationship to direct address, I have frequently come up against 
the distinction between diegetic and ‘non-diegetic’ or ‘extra-diegetic’. A 
distinction familiar to students and scholars of the cinema, these terms 
describe music that appears to originate in the story world and that which 
comes from outside – these terms indicate the di, erence between, say, 
music accompanying an orchestra we see playing on screen (diegetic) and 
an orchestral score that accompanies action in which no musician is present 
(non- or extra-diegetic). Claudia Gorbman’s work has interrogated this dis-
tinction in depth, pointing out the frequency with which it is transgressed, 
and positing ‘meta-diegetic’ as a third category (see especially Gorbman 
1987: 3, 20–6). As itself a transgression of the distinction between inside 
and outside the immediate story world, direct address forces us to consider 
the value of such terminology. However, I have chosen to try to keep ter-
minology simple, to make use, largely, of existing vocabulary, and allow 
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discussion of such distinctions to emerge out of the + lms themselves. That 
said, my preference throughout will be for extra-diegetic over non-diegetic, 
because of non’s rather unhelpful-sounding + nality. I sometimes use the 
term ‘cross-diegetic’ to describe direct address itself.
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